KCP PROJECTS SDN BHD

COMPANY OVERVIEW

KCP PROJECTS SDN BHD is incorporated on 30 May 2002 who is certified ISO 9001:2008 by DSM & UKAS Standard. KCP is a supplier and specialist applicator (CIDB G7 Registered) for a wide range of advanced technology products, services and systems in Waterproofing, Joint Treatment, Concrete Repair & Seamless Flooring System.

RESPONSIBILITIES

To responsible the financial planning and record keeping of all the account. Financial activities – analyze, budget, payment, receipts and related.

Can work under pressure, overtime & traveling

REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS

- Female, 35 year old or less than is prefer.
- An Experience of 1-2 years is prefer.
- Diploma in accounting and above holder is prefer.
- SPM / UEC 独中统考 / Fresh Graduates is encouraged to apply.
- 欢迎独中 / 南院 / 新纪元 / 韩江校友加入

ATTRACTIVE PACKAGE

Basic Salary Range: RM1500 and above
Flexible Responsible Allowance: RM100 - RM500
Attendance Incentive: RM100

TYPE OF VACANCY: ✔ Full Time  ✔ Part  □ Contract  □ Internship
NUMBER OF VACANCY: Based in Skudai (2 pax)

Applications may be submitted by mail, e-mail or fax to:

KCP PROJECTS SDN BHD (581578-M)
No.8, Jalan Emas 29, Taman Sri Putri, 81300 Skudai, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +607-558 2590, Fax: +607-554 0852, Email: chin@kcpprojects.com.my
Attn: Mr T.K. Chin (+6012-799 2590)
Website: www.cemseal.com.my